The 
Introduction
Since Chinese characters can be decomposed by a top-down representation from radicals, strokes, stroke segments, and to feature points, a reliable feature point detection or identification is of great importance for the stroke extraction or upper-level processes. In order to further investigate and classify the types of feature points, they can be divided into six major types as listed in Table 1 .
Many approaches for the stroke extraction have proposed in the past years. These approaches can be classified into two major categories: bottom-up and top-down approaches. The former is used to first detect feature points and then separate the stroke into stroke segments, based on the detection of feature-point structure. Especially, the thinning preprocessing is mostly used in the approach. There are several techniques used in the approach, such as a pixel tracing with the configuration templates [1] , line fitting [2] , etc. On the other hand, the latter is used to first extract stroke segments, and determine the types of feature points, based on the analysis of the stroke structure. Table 1 . Six types of feature points.
The top-down approach also contains several techniques, such as run-length-coding-based [3] , line symmetry and continuation [4] , and so on. Generally speaking, the latter may be superior to the former because the top-down approach is less sensitive to shape noises, and makes feature-point detection stable. However, the major drawback of the top-down approach is sensitive to shape deformation because they use a specific rule-based technique for stroke-segment extraction.
To cope with the above problems, we propose a novel approach for stroke-segment extraction without a thinning technique for feature-point detection, and without a specific rule-based technique for stroke-segment extraction. First of all, the Gabor filtering technique is used to decompose a character image into four different line images according to   o  o  o  o   135  and  ,  90  ,  45  ,  0 orientations. Moreover, an optimal thresholding technique based on minimizing the reconstruction error is applied to convert the continuous-value line images into binary images. The thresholded line images are further refined to delete noises and form line-type images. Then, each endpoint lied on stroke segments is taken to find its associated endpoints, based on inter-endpoint adjacency and connectivity properties. Inter-endpoint features, including distance, orientation, and connectivity properties are extracted for the feature-point learning. Next, a powerful MLP neural network recognizer is used to identify the endpoint into one of six type classes of feature points. Finally, a merging 
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Stroke-segment Extraction
In the section, the Gabor filtering, optimal thresholding, and image refinement techniques are discussed for extracting all stroke segments of the character. Before describing the techniques, some basic definitions for extracting stroke segments are given as follows. Extended line type (ELT): According to the aspect of an endpoint location, the line types can be further extended into 8 types, The Gabor filtering technique [5] is first applied to decompose a character image into four different line-type images according to four different orientations (i.e., After the Gabor filtering process, the filtered images have to further be converted into binary images. An optimal threshold can be found by minimizing the reconstruction error between the original and reconstructed images, using an iterative searching. Firstly, each binary image is intersected with the original image to recover the original stroke-segment shapes. Moreover, all thresholded images after the intersection operations are merged into a reconstructed image. Finally, the optimal line images are achieved until the reconstruction error is minimal. However, there may be one or more redundant points or blobs, regarded as noises, due to the thicker junction regions or irregular lines. To reduce these noises, we use a refinement process to remove these noises, based on a geometric area and overlapping measures. The final results of extracting four directional stoke segments are shown in Fig. 2 .
After the refinement process, the line features for each stroke segment including LT code, line number, and the coordinates of two endpoints lied on two sides of the line are built into a line table. The coordinates of the two endpoints are evaluated by the coordinates of extreme points [6] at the line component. Meantime, the endpoint features, including endpoint number, ELT code, and the coordinates of the endpoint, are also recorded into an endpoint table.
Feature-point Identification
Associated endpoint finding
Since the associated endpoints join at a common junction, the junction relationships among these endpoints are important features while identifying these endpoints. Before constructing the relationships, the associated endpoints at the junction have to be found first. We take an endpoint, regarded as a target endpoint, and reject an endpoint selected by other endpoints, when the selected endpoint satisfies one of the following constraints. (1) If the selected endpoint s P is the collinear endpoint c P of the target endpoint t P , s P is rejected, as shown in Fig.3 (a) . (2 Fig.3 (b) . (3) • denotes the distance between two endpoints, and tc P is the collinear endpoint of t P , s P is rejected, as shown in Fig.3 (c) . (4) Fig.3 (e) .
As the selected endpoint is not rejected, the adjacency relationship is evaluated by the distance between the target and selected endpoints, and recorded into an adjacent table. The smaller value within the table means that the selected endpoint is closer to the target endpoint. In order to find the adjacent endpoints, the table is checked to find the smaller values. If the distance value within the table is less than a threshold, the selected endpoint is regarded as an adjacent endpoint; otherwise the endpoint is rejected again. Since the adjacency relationship between two endpoints varies with the character complexity, the threshold must be adaptable. Therefore, the threshold is determined by the proportion of the minimal value of the table, but having to be less than one fourth of image width.
The adjacent endpoints are further checked to find whether they belong to the associated endpoint set, based on ELT code searching and connectivity property. Firstly, as the ELT code of the target endpoint is n, the next ELT code may be
. The next ELT code is matched with the ELT code set collected from the adjacent endpoints. If two or more ELT codes are matched with the same next ELT code, the nearest endpoint related to the target endpoint is selected. Meantime, the connectivity relationship between the nearest and target endpoints is checked by geometric connectivity property. If they connect with each other, the most adjacent endpoint is added into the associated endpoint set.
Feature-point modeling
Since the associated endpoints share a common junction region, the junction feature for each associated endpoint should be the same for describing the junction structure. For obtaining only junction relationship among the associated endpoints, a starting endpoint is selected from the associated endpoint set such that the relationship feature is not sensitive to feature-point location and orientation as the process of the chain-coding normalization.
After finding the starting endpoint, the inter-endpoint features including distance, connectivity, and orientation relationships are extracted for the training and testing of a learning model. Let N be the number of the associated endpoints, 6 1 ≤ ≤ N , and endpoint 1 P be the starting endpoint. An 18-demensional feature vector constructed from a sequence of the relationships between two neighboring endpoints i P and The eighteen feature elements are collected as a feature vector for each endpoint. Meantime, we designate each endpoint as a specific feature point by human perception for the feature-point learning process. In the training phase, neural network models have been successfully applied in the field of OCR. Therefore, we select the multi-layer perception (MLP) neural network based on a back-propagation algorithm as a recognizer. Meantime, the MLP model used for identifying each endpoint into one of six feature-point types has the architecture with 3 layers-18, 20, and 6 neurons on the input, the hidden and output layers, respectively.
Merging feature endpoints into a junction point
While performing the merging process, a junction linked list constructed for representing the junction structure of the character is checked from top to bottom node by the following steps. (1) If the right pointer of any node in the vertical linking is null, the endpoint may be a 1-fork or special 3-fork feature point. In order to further judge the feature point, the endpoint and its closer stroke segment are checked by whether the endpoint is connected with its projection point lied on the stroke segment, as shown in Fig.  3(d) . If they are connected, the endpoint is regarded as a 3-fork feature point, otherwise regarded as a 1-fork feature point. (2) If the right pointer of any node in the vertical linking is not null, the horizontal linking is checked and the number of the nodes is counted until null node is found. (3) If the number of the linked nodes is not equal to 0, the simply majority-voting technique is applied to determine the optimal junction type among the associated feature points. In Fig. 4(a) , the endpoint of each stroke segment is identified. Fig. 4(b) shows the final skeleton image of the character. Fig.3 . Examples of the rejected endpoints Ps (marked by a symbol "x") for the target endpoint Pt (marked by a rectangle").
Experimental Results
A series of experiments have been performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. A database set of character images, containing 956 hand-printed character images from ETL8b, and 100 machine-printed (MP) and 100 hand-printed (HP) Chinese character images from our collection, was used for experimental tests. In our experiment, 400 character images from the portion of ETL8b were used to train the network model. The other character images were used to test identification performance. Some results for identifying the different feature points are listed in Table 2 . More experimental results, as shown in Fig. 5 , illustrate that the proposed approach for the stroke extraction is successful in character skeletonization.
Our approach based on the learning-based decision for identifying feature points is more robust than Fan's approach [3] based on the rule-based decision. Especially, as there exist a few short stroke segments within two or more neighboring junctions, as shown in Fig. 6(b) , the failure case in the merging process is occurred by using the Fan's rule-based decision, as shown in Fig. 6(c) . On the other hand, our learning-based approach is successful in the merging process, as shown in Fig. 6(d) . Therefore, we use the learning-based approach to replace the rule-based approach such that the merging process is more flexible and achieves a high success rate for character skeletonization. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new stroke extraction approach, using the stroke-segment filtering and feature-point learning techniques. The filtering technique uses four independent Gabor filters to decompose a character image into 4 different line-type images. Moreover, the feature-point learning technique uses the intelligent neural network to learn the junction structure, and provide a flexible way to identify the feature point without the specific rules and threshold parameters. The proposed approach for stroke extraction has been tested successfully with machine-printed and hand-printed test characters. Meantime, the experimental results will lead the study into developing a character recognition system, using the structural stroke features. 
